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In Maine and Nova Scotia, there real-
ly is a tradition of knitting shrinking 
Fishermen’s mittens and Compass 

mittens such as Josy’s, but they aren’t 
always called “Compass” mittens. Peo-
ple in some villages call them “Fox and 
Geese” and remember games played in 
the snow with a circle crossed by lines. 
Some call them “Naughts and Cross-
es” and think of Tic-Tac-Toe. Others call 
them “Fox and Geese and Fences,” and 
knit them in three colors to strengthen 
a perception of foxes peering through 
a fence and geese running in !ocks be-
hind the fence.

In coastal communities where the 
design is called “Compass,” knitters 
and villagers are adamant: “I like them 
because the lines point north and south 
and east and west,” they say. Is there a reason for this? Is 
there magic in the mittens? Since Josy, Ice Harbor, and Aunt 
Agnes are "ctitious, we will never know.

There is other magic in these mittens that real people who 
wear them will tell you about: When it’s time to increase at 
the thumb, all six stitches of a pattern element are put on at 
once. In one round, there is one element; in the next, there 
are two. Look for this at the base of the thumb. And when 
it’s time to narrow down at the end of the "ngers, pattern 
elements disappear in a single round. Like magic. How can 
that be? Knit them and "nd out!

They are knitted big—a man’s mitten may be 12 inch-
es (30.5 cm) long—but by the time they’ve been in use for a 
day or two, they are fulled and shrunk and “molded to your 
hands.” Maine "shermen shrink their mittens on board their 
boats, wetting them in the engine’s cooling water, walking 
on them on the "shy deck as they work, and heating them 

on the engine manifold—turning them to keep them from 
scorching. Lacking a family "sherman, a lobster boat engine, 
and bay water, you can shrink wool mittens at home.

Three factors cause (untreated) wool to shrink: the shock 
of abrupt temperature changes (cold to hot, hot to cold), oil 
("sh slime or soap), and agitation, whether on a washboard 
or in a washing machine. Simply boiling mittens in a pot of 
water probably won’t shrink them.

Fulling by hand may take up to 45 minutes of hard work 
but will probably take less. You can start with the washer, pref-
erably with a full load of clothes, and brush the mittens after-
ward; it will be easier, but you may end up with a less nappy, 
less luscious mitten. There are many such tradeoffs in life.

Compass mittens made in North America are tradition-
ally black or navy and white. If you knit them in colors oth-
er than plain sheep’s black and white, I guarantee that they 
will not begin to glow and point north in a fog.

Ice  
Harbor 
Compass  
Mittens  
R O B I N  H A N S E N

Robin Hansen’s Compass mittens.
Photograph by Joe Coca.
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Materials
The samples were made in Bartlettyarns 2-ply Fisher-

man 100% wool yarn in Blue Loch (MC) and Natural (CC);  
Bartlettyarns 2-ply Fisherman often is used in Maine for 
mittens designed to shrink; other worsted-weight wool 
yarns will work; in Canada, Briggs & Little 2-ply medium 
weight (with no nylon) or MacAusland’s 2/12; Superwash 
treated wools and synthetics do not shrink and cannot be 
used for these mittens

Needles, set of 4 double-pointed, size 8 (5 mm), or size 
needed to obtain gauge

Tapestry needle

12 inches (30.5 cm) of waste yarn to use as a holder
Supplies for fulling: 2 large dishpans, 2 to 3 gallons (7.6 

to 11.4 l) of boiling and cold (tap) water, washboard or felt-
ing board, stiff brush, Murphy's Oil Soap or other natural 
soap, paper large enough to trace around the mittens, per-
manent marker

Sizes and Yarn Requirements: See the box below.
Gauge: Before shrinking, 10 sts and 13 rnds = 2 inches  

(5.1 cm) in Compass patt; after shrinking, 10# sts and 14 
rnds = 2 inches (5.1 cm) in Compass patt

See page 6 for Abbreviations

Instructions
Notes: This mitten is knit large and rather loosely, and 

must be shrunk before wearing. It can be worn damp—dip 
in water and wring out—or dry, and is nearly watertight 
for a few seconds in water.

Pattern notes: When knitting pattern, carry MC below 
CC. Changing to MC, pick it up from under and in front of 
CC. Changing to CC, bring CC above and from behind MC. 
Continental knitters: carry both colors on the index "nger, 
MC to the left of CC. Two-handed knitters: carry MC in left 
hand, CC in right. This keeps the fabric smooth and even 
and here emphasizes the lines of the compass.

Sizes Child’s 6–8 Adult Medium Adult Large

Hand
Length 5# " (14.0 cm) 7" (17.8 cm) 8#" (21.6 cm)
Circumference, including tip of thumb 7" (17.8 cm) 9#" (24.1 cm) 10" (25.4 cm)

Mitten, before shrinking
Length of mitten hand 7#" (19.1 cm) 93⁄8" (23.8 cm) 11$" (28.6 cm)
Mitten thumb length (1⁄3 hand length) 2#" (6.4 cm) 31⁄8" (7.9 cm) 3%" (9.5 cm)
Mitten Width 4" (10.2 cm) 5" (12.7 cm) 5#" (14.0 cm)

Mitten, after shrinking
Length of mitten hand 6" (15.2 cm) 7#" (19.1 cm) 9" (22.9 cm)
Mitten thumb length 2" (5.1 cm) 2#" (6.4 cm) 3" (7.6 cm)
Mitten width 4 (10.2 cm) 4%" (12.1 cm) 5$" (13.3 cm)
Note: Expect about 20 percent shrinkage lengthwise and about 6 percent widthwise

Yarn Requirements Child’s 6–8 Adult Medium Adult Large
Dark color 2 oz (56.7 g) 2# oz (70.9 g) 3 oz (85.0 g)
Light color 1# oz (42.5 g) 2 oz (56.7 g) 2# oz (70.9 g)

Detail Robin Hansen’s Compass mittens.
Photograph by Joe Coca.
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Cuff
With MC and using the Maine method (see the Tech-

niques sidebar on page 5), CO 33 (36, 42) sts. Distribute sts 
as follows: Needle #1, 9 (12, 12) sts; Needle #2, 12 (12, 12) 
sts; Needle #3, 12 (12, 15) sts. Being careful not to twist the 
sts, join into a triangle.

Work in k2, p1 rib until cuff measures 3 (4, 4) inches (7.6 
[10.2, 10.2] cm).
Hand and Thumb Gore

Change to St st.
Next rnd: [K1, M1, k2] 9 (12, 12) times, k to last 6 sts, join 

CC by k over and under CC on back of work while k6 
MC—42 (48, 54) sts.
Work Rows 1–6 of Compass chart across all sts.
At beg of next rnd, work (magical) 6-st inc to create two 

blocks of patt above one block as foll: k1 MC, (k1 MC, k1 
CC) into 1 st, yo with CC, (k1 CC, k1 MC) into 1 st, k1 MC, 
(k1 MC, k1 CC) into 1 st, yo with CC, (k1 CC, k1 MC) into 
1 st, work Row 1 of chart to end of rnd—48 (54, 60) sts.

Work rem 5 rnds of patt rep even.
Work 6-st inc rnd 0 (0, 1) more time, centering it above 

the "rst inc. Start with St 4 of the chart—the center CC st 
of the rep—k1 CC, (k1 CC, k1 MC) into 1st st, yo with MC, 
(k1 MC, k1 CC) into 1 st, K1 CC, (k1 CC, k1 MC) into 1st 
st, yo with MC, (k1 MC, k1 CC) into 1 st—48 (54, 66) sts. 
Work even in patt until thumb gore measures 2# (31⁄8, 3%) 
inches (6.4 [7.9, 9.5] cm), ending with any row of chart ex-
cept Row 5.

In any but the solid color rnd, take off thumb sts: Work 
1 (0, 2) st(s) in patt, thread next 11 (13, 15) sts onto waste 
yarn. Using twisted M1 (see Techniques sidebar on page 
5), CO 5 (7, 9) sts in patt above held sts, work in patt to end 
of rnd—42 (48, 60) sts rem. Work even in patt until work 
above cuff measures 5# (73⁄8, 9$) inches (14.0 [18.7, 23.5] 
cm). This allows about 2 inches (5 cm) for closing the mit-
ten tip in all sizes.
Shape Tip of Hand

In patt, work (magic) decreases: [k2tog] 6 times above 
2 blocks of patt on 1 needle (2 needles, 3 needles)—36 (36, 
42) sts rem. Work rem 5 rnds of patt band even.
Next rnd: In patt, [k2tog] 6 times on all 3 needles, maintain-

ing same MC vertical lines—18 (18, 24) sts rem.
Work 1 rnd even in patt.

Next rnd: *K2tog MC, k1 CC; rep from * to end of rnd—12 
(12, 16) sts rem.
Size Adult Large only:

Next rnd: *K1 MC, k1 CC; rep from * to end of rnd.
Next rnd: *K2tog MC, k1 CC; rep from * to last 2 sts, k2tog 

MC—11 sts rem.
All sizes:
Break yarn, leaving 6-inch (15.2-cm) tails. With tapestry 

needle, thread one tail through rem sts and draw up "rm-
ly. Thread this tail through drawn-up sts again, then fasten 
off both tails on WS.

Thumb
Secure both working yarns by darning into WS, starting 

at right corner of thumb hole. On 2 needles, pick up 11 (13, 
15) held thumb gore sts. On 3rd needle, pick up 5 (7, 9) CO 
sts and pick up and twist 1 (2, 1) sts from each edge of thumb 
hole—18 (24, 26) sts total. Next rnd: Matching patt to thumb 
gore, work 11 (13, 15) sts, [k2tog] 0 (0, 1) time, work in patt 
to last 2 sts, [k2tog] 0 (0, 1) time, work 2 (2, 0) sts in patt—
18 (24, 24) sts rem. (Patt might not match hand patt on in-
side of thumb. It’s okay.)

Work even until thumb measures about 2 (2%, 3$) inch-
es (5 [7, 8] cm), or $ (#, #) inch (.6 [1, 1] cm) less than de-
sired unfulled length.
Shape Tip of Thumb
Next rnd: *K2tog MC, k1 CC, k2tog CC, k1 MC; rep from * 

to end of rnd—12 (16, 16) sts rem.
Next rnd: *K1 CC, k1 MC; rep from * to end of rnd.

Adult sizes only:
Next rnd: *K2tog MC, k1 CC; rep from * to last st, k1 MC—

11 sts rem.
All sizes:
Break yarn, leaving 6-inch (15.2-cm) tails. With tapestry 

needle, thread one tail through rem sts and draw up "rm-
ly. Thread this tail through drawn-up sts again, then fasten 
off both tails on WS.
Finishing

Close any holes at corners of the thumbhole using near-
by tails. Weave in loose ends on WS. Trim ends closely.

This mitten may be worn on either hand. When both 
mittens are completed and "nished, shrink them accord-
ing to the fulling directions below until they shrink about 
20 percent lengthwise.
Fulling
Notes: This process works well outdoors, where water can 
be splashed or poured onto the ground as you work. Oth-
erwise, do it in a laundry tub or the kitchen sink.

1. Heat a large pot of water to boiling. Prepare two large 
dishpans, one of very cold water (tap water can be cold 
enough, but add ice if you wish) and one of hot water (a 
mix of boiling water and tap water) as hot as your hands 
can stand. The hot water will be the wash and rub water; 
the cold water will be the rinse.

2. Before you start, carefully trace around the dry mitten 
with the permanent marker on the piece of paper. (Avoid 
getting marker on the mitten, of course.) This way you can 
check the amount of shrinkage as you work and stop when 
it seems right.

3. Work both mittens of a pair at the same time, alternat-
ing throughout the process. Wet the mittens thoroughly in 
the hot water, apply soap lavishly, then scrub and rub each 
on the washboard, dipping it frequently in the hot water.

4. After a minute or two, plunge the mitten into cold wa-
ter and squeeze cold water through it quickly to shock the 
wool "bers. Get the mitten cold through and through.
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1. Wrap the working 
yarn around your left 
thumb from front to 
back. Point your 
thumb upward.
2. Insert your left in-
dex !nger down into 
the loop on your 
thumb and transfer 
the loop onto your in-
dex !nger.
3. Turn your index !n-
ger away from you, as 
if pointing a pretend 
pistol. Insert the right 
needle into the loop 
as if it were a stitch on 
a knitting needle. 
Slide the loop off 
your index !nger and 
tighten it onto the 
right needle.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

1. To cast on about 10 
stitches, start about 18 
inches from the end of the 
yarn, holding the end clos-
est to the ball in your right 
hand and the short end in 
your left hand. Anchor 
both, ends downward, 
with your lesser !ngers. 
Then, scoop your left 
thumb over, under, and up 
toward you, catching the 
yarn on the back of your 
thumb (this gives it a half 
twist).
2. Slide your index !nger 
down into the loop, along-
side your thumb, and 
transfer the loop to your 
index !nger, pointing your 
!nger away from you, like 
a pretend pistol (this gives 
it another half twist).
3. Insert the right needle 
into the loop knitwise, as if 
your index !nger were the 
left needle. Use the long 
end of yarn to knit the 
loop off your !nger onto 
the needle. Pull up !rmly, 
!rst with your left hand, 
then with your right. Settle 
the stitch comfortably but 
!rmly on the needle.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Completed cast-on

working 
yarn

tail

Maine Cast-OnTwisted Make One

T E C H N I Q U E S

—Text and illustrations for both techniques excerpted with permission from Knit 
Mittens by Robin Hansen (North Adams, Massachusetts: Storey, 2002).

5. Repeat back and forth between hot, soapy water and 
cold rinse water. The fabric will relax in the hot water and 
pull together in the cold until the mitten suddenly gives 
up, shrinks, and doesn’t relax. Keep refreshing both baths, 
keeping the hot water very hot and the cold very cold.

6. When the mittens have shrunk to your satisfaction, 
rinse once more in clear cold water, then brush thoroughly 
toward the tip on both sides (and optionally, widthwise on 
the inside). Put in the washer on “spin” (only!), then brush 
again and spread in a warm spot to dry.

A B OUT THE D ESIGNER . Robin Hansen of West Bath, Maine, is the author 
of several books on traditional knitting. For more traditional north Atlantic mittens 
and some true stories, see her books Favorite Mittens (Camden, Maine: Down 

East, 2005) and Knit Mittens (North Adams, Massachusetts: Storey, 2002). 
See also Alison Kolesar’s superb technical drawings, some shown here in the Tech-
niques sidebar, in Knit Mittens.
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beg—begin(s); beginning
BO—bind off
CC—contrasting color
ch—chaincir—circular
cn—cable needle
CO—cast on
cont —continue(s);  

continuing
dec(s) (’d)—decrease(s); 
decreased; decreasing
dc—double crochet
dpn— double-pointed needle(s)
foll—follow(s); following
hdc— half-double crochet
inc(s) (’d)—increase(s); 
increased; increasing
k—knit
k1f&b —knit into the front 

and back of the same 
stitch—1 stitch increased

k2tog—knit 2 stitches together

k3tog—knit 3 stitches together
k5tog—knit 5 stitches together
kwise—knitwise; as if to knit
lp(s)—loop(s)
m(s)—marker(s)
MC—main color
M1—make one (increase)
p—purl
p1f&b —purl into the front & 

back of the same stitch
p2tog—purl 2 stitches together
p3tog—purl 3 stitches together
p7tog—purl 7 stitches together
patt—pattern(s)
pm—place marker
prev—previous
psso—pass slipped stitch over
pwise—purlwise; as if to purl
rem—remain(s); remaining
rep(s)—repeat(s); repeating
rnd(s)—round(s)

RS—right side
sc—single crochet
sc2tog —insert hook in next 

stitch, yarn over, pull loop 
through stitch (2 loops 
on hook); insert hook in 
next stitch, yarn over, pull 
loop through stitch (3 
loops on hook); yarn over 
and draw yarn through 
all 3 loops on hook; com-
pleted sc2tog—1 stitch 
decreased

sk—skip
sl—slip
sl st—slip(ped) stitch
sp(s)—space(s)
ssk— slip 1 knitwise, slip 1 knit-

wise, knit 2 slipped stitches 
together through back 
loops (decrease)

ssp—  slip 1 knitwise, slip 1 
knitwise, purl 2 slipped 
stitches together through 
back loops (decrease)

st(s)—stitch(es)
St st—stockinette stitch
tbl—through back loop
tog—together
tr—treble crochet
WS—wrong side
wyb—with yarn in back
wyf—with yarn in front
yo—yarn over
*—repeat starting point
( )— alternate measurements 

and/or instructions
[ ]— work bracketed instructions 

a specifi ed number of times

ABBREVIATIONS
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